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Our Summer Together
by Fanny Blake

At 61, Caro knows how to be a mother – advising her grown-up daughters on career and relationship
worries. She knows how to be a grandmother, enjoying the hectic energy of a three-year-old girl. She knows
how to be a daughter – helping her aging mother retain her independence. She thought she knew everything
about being a wife, but a sudden divorce has proved it's still a mystery to her. So does Caro really know
herself?
When a chance meeting introduces her to younger, handsome Damir, she realises that opening up to a man
so different from everyone else in her life, might also mean getting to know who she really is.
FANNY BLAKE is an ex-publisher turned novelist. She is the books editor of Woman & Home Magazine
and reviews fiction for the Daily Mail. Our Summer Together is her sixth novel.
Praise for Fanny Blake:
“Fanny Blake has the gift of creating wonderful page turners from very domestic situations; and then
making them warm and funny as well” – Penny Vincenzi on With a Friend Like You
“A lovely, sunny, absorbing book” – Daily Mail on House of Dreams
“Another must-read from Fanny Blake” – Good Housekeeping on House of Dreams
“With her trademark warmth and insight, Blake offers a deliciously irresistible peek into one family's
enthralling drama” – Sunday Express Magazine on House of Dreams
UK publication date: Orion – July 2017
Rights sales for House of Dreams : Germany (Insel Verlag), UK & Com (Orion)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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In the Name of the Family
by Sarah Dunant

It is 1502 and Rodrigo Borgia, a self-confessed womaniser and master of
political corruption is now on the Papal throne as Alexander VI. His daughter
Lucrezia, aged twenty-two, already thrice married and a pawn in her father's
plans, is discovering her own power. And then there is Cesare Borgia: brilliant,
ruthless and increasingly unstable; it is his relationship with the diplomat
Machiavelli which offers a master class on the dark arts of power and politics.
What Machiavelli learns will go on to inform his great work of modern politics,
The Prince.
But while the pope rails against old age and his son's increasing maverick behaviour, it is Lucrezia who will
become the Borgia survivor: taking on her enemies and creating her own place in history.
Conjuring up the past in all its complexity, horror and pleasures, In The Name of the Family confirms Sarah
Dunant's place as the leading novelist of the Renaissance and one of the most acclaimed historical fiction
writers of our age.
SARAH DUNANT is an acclaimed author, broadcaster, journalist and critic. In the Name of the Family is her
fifth novel set during the Italian Renaissance which started with her international bestseller, The Birth of
Venus. Her most recent novel, Blood and Beauty, was also about the Borgias. She lives in London and
Florence
Praise for In the Name of the Family :
“Dunant has a storyteller’s instincts for telling detail and the broad sweep of history. This, and her glorious
prose, make Dunant’s version irresistible.” – The Times
“Reading In the Name of the Family, I began to smell the scent of oranges and wood smoke on the Ferrara
breeze. Such Renaissance-rich details fill out the humanity of the Borgias, rendering them into the kind of
relatable figures whom we would hope to discover behind the cold brilliance of The Prince.” – NPR
“In the end, what’s a historical novelist’s obligation to the dead? Accuracy? Empathy? Justice? Or is it only
to make them live again? Dunant pays these debts with a passion that makes me want to go straight out
and read all her other books.” – Washington Post
UK publication date: Virago – March 2017
Rights sales for In the Name of the Family : Canada (HarperCollins Canada), Germany (Insel),
Hungary (Athenaeum), Italy (Neri Pozza), Romania (Humanitas), Serbia (Laguna), UK (Virago), US
(Random House)
Rights sales for Blood and Beauty : Brazil (Record), Canada (HarperCollins Canada), Czech Republic
(Beta), France (Balland), Germany (Insel), Hungary (Athenaeum Kiado), Italy (Neri Pozza), Netherlands
(Orlando), Romania (Humanitas), Russia (Eksmo), Serbia (Laguna), UK (Virago), US (Random House)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Celine

by Peter Heller

From the bestselling author of The Dog Stars and The Painter, a luminous novel about an aristocratic private
eye who reunites families, trying to make amends for a loss in her own past.
Celine specialises in tracking down missing persons. Working out of her apartment, a jewel box near the
Brooklyn Bridge, Celine has a better record than the FBI when it comes to finding people. But when a
young woman, Pia, arrives on her doorstep, a world of mystery and sorrow opens up before her.
Pia’s father was a photographer who went missing on the border of Montana and Wyoming. Investigators
found blood on a tree and bear tracks, and ruled him dead from a grizzly mauling. But the body was never
found. As Celine and her partner head to Yellowstone National Park to investigate, it becomes clear that
this is a case someone desperately wants to keep closed.
Combining the suspense and gorgeous evocation of nature that Peter Heller is beloved for with an
engrossing story of family, privilege, and childhood loss, Celine is his finest work to date.
Praise for Celine :
“This captivating, tender, brainy, and funny tale of the mysterious powers of beauty and grief, nature and
family will leave readers hoping that Heller is planning a National Park series featuring this stealthy,
irrepressible duo.” – Booklist (Starred Review) on Celine
“Heller blends suspense with beautiful descriptive writing of both nature and civilization to create a
winner.” – Library Journal (Starred Review) on Celine
“These scenes of sleuthing set against the Wyoming wilderness are beautifully rendered . . . evocative . . . .
Celine . . . is a delight, and seeing grizzled men ranging from bikers to gun salesmen to Bruce Willis
repeatedly underestimate this tough little old lady is one of the novel’s biggest joys.” – Kirkus on Celine
PETER HELLER is an award winning adventure writer and the author of four books of literary nonfiction. He lives in Denver.
US publication date: Knopf – March 2017
Rights sales for Celine: France (Actes Sud), Korea (Munhakdongne), Portugal (ASA)
Rights sales for The Painter: Korea (Invictus Media)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Countenance Divine
by Michael Hughes

In 1999 a programmer is trying to fix the millennium bug, but can't shake the
sense he's been chosen for something.
In 1888 five women are brutally murdered in the East End by a troubled young
man in thrall to a mysterious master.
In 1777 an apprentice engraver called William Blake has a defining spiritual experience; thirteen years later
this vision returns.
And in 1666 poet and revolutionary John Milton completes the epic for which he will be remembered
centuries later.
But where does the feeling come from that the world is about to end?
MICHAEL HUGHES was born and raised in Keady, Northern Ireland, and now lives in London. He read
English at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and creative writing at Royal Holloway, and at London
Metropolitan University. The Countenance Divine is his first novel.
Praise for The Countenance Divine :
“The Countenance Divine is never less than superbly stimulating. It is a debut of high ambition that marks the
arrival of a considerable talent” – Guardian
“An intriguing broth of a first novel . . . The author swoops between four centuries with considerable
chutzpah . . . Hughes is thoroughly in control of his material” – The Times
“Sumptuous . . . A gloriously extravagant novel. Strange yet compelling” – Irish Examiner
“Wonderfully ambitious . . . There is real pleasure to be derived from Hughes's imagination, especially his
instinct for tactile description . . . a novel of the spirit made flesh, pulsating with blood and guts” – Times
Literary Supplement
UK publication date: John Murray – August 2016
Rights sales for The Countenance Divine : Poland (Proszynski)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Watch House
by Bernie McGill

There are messages in the air, a closeness like the kind that comes before a
storm, a listening, a holding of breath.

As the twentieth century dawns on the island of Rathlin, a place ravaged by storms and haunted by past
tragedies, Nuala Byrne is faced with a difficult decision. Abandoned by her family for the new world, she
receives a proposal from the island's aging tailor. For the price of a roof over her head, she accepts.
Meanwhile the island is alive with gossip about the strangers who have arrived from the mainland, armed
with mysterious equipment which can reportedly steal a person's words and transmit them through thin air.
When Nuala is sent to cook for these men - engineers, who have been sent to Rathlin by Marconi to conduct
experiments in the use of wireless telegraphy - she encounters an Italian named Gabriel, who offers her the
chance to equip herself with new skills and knowledge.
As her friendship with Gabriel opens up horizons beyond the rocky and treacherous cliffs of her island
home, Nuala begins to realise that her deal with the tailor was a bargain she should never have struck
BERNIE MCGILLS’s short fiction has been nominated for numerous awards and in 2008 she won the
Zoetrope Short Fiction Award. She is the author of one previous novel, The Butterfly Cabinet.
Praise for The Butterfly Cabine t:
“McGill has the ability to enter the brain and heart of her characters” – Julian Fellowes
“Beautifully done and thoroughly absorbing” – Daily Mail
“Assured and very readable, holding plenty of promise for the future” – Irish Independent
“An intense exploration of maternal love and guilt” – Financial Times
UK publication date: Headline – January 2018
Rights sales for The Butterfly Cabinet: Italy (Bollati Boringhieri SRL), Netherlands (Uitgeverij De
Fontein/Tirion), UK (Hodder Headline), US (Simon & Schuster)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Dead Man’s Bridge

by Robert J. Mrazek

The first in a new series from the seasoned and award-winning author of The Bone Hunters and Valhalla, The
Dead Man’s Bridge follows Jake Cantrell, a salty former career soldier who is now employed at the bottom
rung of the campus security ladder at an upstate New York university. His life and career prospects are
grim and his only true friend, a sixteen-year-old dog, is dying of cancer. Things couldn’t get a lot worse.
Yet, somehow they always do.
On the eve of Homecoming Weekend, the school's richest and most powerful alumnus is found hanging
from a campus footbridge in what appears to be a tragic suicide. Jake, however, is convinced the man was
murdered, though no one agrees – at least not until a second body is found hanging from the same bridge.
Meanwhile, the university president desperately enlists Jake’s help after being caught on videotape in a
very…compromising…situation and being ruthlessly blackmailed by an unknown source. As a vicious
hurricane sweeps up the Eastern seaboard and the college’s Homecoming Weekend rapidly unfolds, Jake
must race to uncover both a killer and a blackmailer, in this mystery filled with wry humour and suspense.
ROBERT J. MRAZEK is a retired congressman and the author of 7 novels, including Stonewall's Gold,
winner of the Michael Shaara Prize, and the acclaimed Valhalla and The Bone Hunters. He lives in upstate
New York.
Praise for Robert Mrazek:
"Amazing...literate, exciting, poignant, and engrossing" – Nelson DeMille
"A rattling good adventure story" – James M. McPherson, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of War on the
Waters
"A fast-paced thriller laced with violence and filled with unexpected twists that keep the reader guessing to
the last page" – Rennie Airth, author of River of Darkness
"A first-rate World War II adventure" – Susan Isaacs, New York Times-bestselling author of
Goldberg Variations
"A superb piece of literature, rich in texture and of surpassing literary merit." – Robert K. Krick
US publication date: Crooked Lane – August 2017
Rights sales for The Bone Hunters : Czech Republic (Talpress), Germany (Bastei Lubbe AG)
Agent: Kathy Robbins
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The Lucky Ones

by Julianne Pachico

Set in lush, heady Colombia – and also in a jungle-like New York City – The
Lucky Ones brings together the fates of guerrilla soldiers, rich kids, rabbits,
hostages, bourgeois expats, and drug dealers.
As different characters spin in and out of focus, Pachico builds a world
uniquely her own; the result is a haunting exploration of how lives are fatefully entwined, despite deep
cultural divides. At once terse and tender, with a manic, crazed energy, these stories will scalpel their way
into your memory.
A brilliant novel told in fragments, about the fates and inner lives of victims, perpetrators and bystanders
amid the corruption and danger of Columbia during the Troubles that slowly comes together like a jigsaw
– but like life, there are some pieces that will forever go missing.
JULIANNE PACHICO grew up in Colombia and now lives in Norwich, where she is completing her PhD
in Creative and Critical Writing at UEA. Her stories have appeared in the New Yorker.
Praise for The Lucky Ones :
“Set during the bloody height of the Colombian conflict and spanning more than two decades, Pachico's
unforgettable whirlwind of a debut centres around the intersecting lives of a group of wealthy schoolgirls
as well as the parents, teachers, and housekeepers who move in their orbit… Unsettling and pulsing with
life; a brilliantly surreal portrait of life amid destabilizing violence.” – Kirkus (Starred Review)
“Julianne Pachico’s remarkably inventive debut navigates what it means to grow up wealthy amid the reality
of conflict in Colombia.” –The Atlantic
“Occasionally disorienting and relentlessly rewarding, with traces of Gabriel García Márquez’s News of a
Kidnapping (1997), Pachico’s unapologetically immersive first novel brings life to a South American
struggle often forgotten in global headlines.” – Booklist
“An expansive tapestry of a debut, this novel interweaves the lives of wealthy teenagers, their maids and
teachers, and the guerrillas and paramilitaries of the tumultuous Colombian civil war.” - Elle US “The 25
Most Anticipated Books by Women for 2017.”
UK publication date: Faber – February 2017
Rights sales for The Lucky Ones : France (Feux Croises), Italy (under offer), Netherlands (Atlas
Contact), US (Spiegel & Grau)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Anne McDermid

The Only Child

by Andrew Pyper

As a forensic psychiatrist at New York’s leading institution of its kind, Dr. Lily Dominick has evaluated the
mental states of some of the country’s most dangerous psychotics. But the strangely compelling client she
interviewed today – a man with no name, accused of the most twisted crime – struck her as somehow
different from the others, despite the two impossible claims he made. First, that he is more than two
hundred years old and personally inspired Mary Shelley, Robert Louis Stevenson and Bram Stoker in
creating the three novels of the nineteenth-century that define the monstrous in the modern imagination.
Second, that he’s Lily’s father. To discover the truth behind her client, her mother’s death, herself – Dr.
Dominick must embark on a journey that will threaten her career, her sanity, and ultimately her life.
The #1 internationally bestselling author of The Demonologist radically reimagines the origins of gothic
literature’s founding masterpieces. This is the story of a man who may be the world’s one real-life monster,
and the only woman who has a chance of finding him.
ANDREW PYPER is the author of eight novels, including The Demonologist, which won the International
Thriller Writers award for Best Hardcover Novel and was selected for the Globe and Mail’s Best 100 Books
of 2013 and Amazon’s 20 Best Books of 2013. Among his previous books, Lost Girls won the Arthur Ellis
Award and was a New York Times Notable Book of the Year, and The Killing Circle was a New York Times
Best Crime Novel of the Year. Three of Pyper’s novels, including The Demonologist and The Damned, are in
active development for feature film. He lives in Toronto.
Praise for Andrew Pyper:
“One of the most talented successors to the inimitable Stephen King” – Daily Mail
“Smart, inventive…this is what demons – living or otherwise, human or not – do best: they mesmerize,
they seduce, they stop us in our tracks” – New York Times Book Review on The Damned
“A mesmerizing and melancholy narrative voice lends chilling credibility to this exceptional supernatural
thriller” – Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) on The Demonologist
US & Canada publication date: Simon & Schuster/Simon & Schuster Canada – June 2017
Rights sales for The Only Child : Brazil (Darkside Books), Serbia (Evro Books)
Rights sales for The Damned : Brazil (Darkside Books), Canada (Simon & Schuster Canada), Italy
(Fanucci Editore), Russia (Eksmo), UK (Orion), US (Simon & Schuster)
Agent: Anne McDermid
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The Heirs
by Susan Rieger

The Heirs is an exquisitely written and sharply observed novel about the myths and realities of family and
life in the upper echelons of Manhattan high society. Rupert and Eleanor Falkes and their five sons have
always appeared to be the perfect family. But when Rupert dies, an unfamiliar woman comes forward,
claiming part of his estate on behalf of her two sons, and the Falkes boys are confronted with an
unpleasant possibility: that their parents’ fabled relationship – admiring, loving, something to strive for –
was perhaps not exactly what it seemed.
Rieger’s prose is reminiscent of the best 19th century novelists, who quietly and expertly opened up the
privileged world of their characters with brilliance, wit, humour, and heart.
Praise for The Heirs :
“Susan Rieger is thrillingly erudite and compulsively readable, a satisfying combination hard to find in any
section of the bookstore. The Heirs is an absorbing page-turner, full of sex and secrets, and I loved getting
to know the entire Falkes clan.” - Emma Straub
"What a sure-footed and unfoolable writer Susan Rieger is--and what a great book The Heirs is. Unstoppably
entertaining and astute, it describes is characters--the charismatic fauna of old, upper class New
York--with a strange, merciless sympathy. Wonderful stuff." - Joseph O’Neill
“… [an] assured novel of family, money, and secrets, reminiscent in theme and tone of Edith
Wharton…just in time for poolside reading, this elegant novel wears its intelligence lightly.” - Kirkus
(Starred Review)
SUSAN RIEGER is a graduate of Columbia Law School. She has worked as a residential college dean at
Yale and an associate provost at Columbia. She lives in New York City with her husband.
US publication date: Crown – May 2017
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Intrusions

by Stav Sherez
The third in the Carrigan & Miller Trilogy, the first two of which
shortlisted for the Theakstons's Crime Novel of the Year, in 2013
and 2014

When a distressed young woman arrives at their station claiming her friend has been abducted, and that the
man threatened to come back and ‘claim her next’, Detectives Carrigan and Miller are thrust into a terrifying
new world of stalking and obsession.
Taking them from a Bayswater hostel, where backpackers and foreign students share dorms and failing
dreams, to the emerging threat of online intimidation, hacking, and control, The Intrusions explores
disturbing contemporary themes with all the skill and dark psychology that Stav Sherez’s work has been so
acclaimed for.
Under scrutiny themselves, and with old foes and enmities re-surfacing, how long will Carrigan and Miller
have to find out the truth behind what these two women have been subjected to?
STAV SHEREZ is the author of two previous novels. The Devil's Playground (2004), his debut, was described
by James Sallis as 'altogether extraordinary, it introduces a major new talent', and was shortlisted for the
CWA John Creasy Dagger Award. His second novel The Black Monastery (2009) was described as 'dynamite
fiction' in the Independent and 'spectacular' by Laura Wilson in the Guardian.
Praise for The Intrusions :
“I must confess there is a substantial place in my heart for Carrigan and Miller” – Val McDermid
“A Silence of the Lambs for the internet age” – Ian Rankin
“Sympathy for victims is one of Sherez's trademarks, and he is becoming one of the most humane and original
voices in crime fiction” – The Sunday Times
UK publication date: Faber – February 2017
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Previous titles in The Carrigan & Miller Trilogy (each shortlisted for the
Theakstons's Crime Novel of the Year):
#1
A Dark Redemption introduces DI Jack Carrigan and DS Geneva Miller as they
investigate the brutal rape and murder of a young Ugandan student. Plunged into an
underworld of illegal immigrant communities, they discover that the murdered girl's
studies at a London College may have threatened to reveal things that some people
will go to any lengths to keep secret...
Unflinching, inventive and intelligent, A Dark Redemption explores a sinister case that
will force DI Carrigan to face up to his past and DS Miller to confront what path she
wants her future to follow.

#2
A fire rages through a sleepy West London square, engulfing a small convent hidden
away among the residential houses. When DI Jack Carrigan and DS Geneva Miller
arrive at the scene they discover eleven bodies, yet there were only supposed to be
ten nuns in residence.
It's eleven days before Christmas, and despite their superiors wanting the case solved
before the holidays, Carrigan and Miller start to suspect that the nuns were not who
they were made out to be. Why did they make no move to escape the fire? Who is
the eleventh victim, whose body was found separate to the others? And where is the
convent's priest, the one man who can answer their questions?
Fighting both internal politics and the church hierarchy, Carrigan and Miller unravel the threads of a case
which reaches back to the early 1970s, and the upsurge of radical Liberation Theology in South America with echoes of the Shining Path, and contemporary battles over oil, land and welfare. Meanwhile, closer to
home, there's a new threat in the air, one the police are entirely unprepared for...
Spanning four decades and two continents, Eleven Days finds Carrigan and Miller up against time as they
face a new kind of criminal future.
Praise for the Carrigan & Miller trilogy:
“Addictive” – Financial Times
“Brimming with suspense” – Daily Express
“Masterfully executed” – New York Times
“Strikingly modern” – Sunday Times
“Stav Sherez is a master storyteller and a brilliant stylist ... and Geneva Miller is my favourite fictional female
detective since Jane Tennison.” – Erin Kelly
“Sherez is emerging as a very interesting crime novelist indeed” – Spectator “Masterful” – Daily
Mirror
Rights sales for the Carrigan & Miller trilogy: World English (Faber), France (Stock – A Dark Redemption)
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The Madonna of the Mountains
by Elise Valmorbida

Set in the Veneto in northern Italy and spanning nearly three decades following the First World War, The
Madonna of the Mountains is a fierce, sharply observed and richly detailed account of a woman’s fight to keep
her family alive and thriving – at whatever cost.
We meet Maria in 1923 as she awaits the arrival of her husband, chosen for her by her father and
miraculously neither disfigured nor damaged by the previous war. Together they start a shop, and build a
business and a family – but the creep of fascism casts a dark shadow, and the horrors of war, political and
practical, threaten their very survival.
The Madonna of the Mountains is about what unites family and community and also what destroys them. It is
about love and enmity, envy and generosity, two men, one God (and his mother) and the undying bond of
a mother to her children.
ELISE VALMORBIDA grew up ‘Italian in Australia’. She lives in London and teaches creative writing.
UK publication date: Faber – 2018
Rights sales for The Madonna of the Mountains : Czech Republic (Domino), France (Preludes),
Germany (Diana Verlag), Poland (Proszynski), Russia (Hemiro), US (Spiegel & Grau)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Don’t Skip Out on Me
by Willy Vlautin

Horace Hopper is a gentle soul living on The Little Reese Ranch, several miles
from civilisation. As a teenager, he was taken in by Mr and Mrs Reese, now in
their 70’s, and his health now in decline, Mr Reese wants Horace to take over
the ranch. But Horace yearns to become a professional boxer, and knows that
he must leave to pursue his dream.
We follow Horace on a vivid journey from the serene mountains of Nevada, to the sweat-soaked brutality
of the Mexican boxing circuit. Horace’s naivety throws him into danger – attracting chancers and con-men
only too eager to exploit his hopes and dreams. Somehow, along the way, Horace must learn to navigate
his battles with strength and bravery – and not just in the boxing ring.
Written in clean, spare prose yet filled with humanity and warmth, Don’t Skip Out on Me is an exploration
of identity, loneliness and love, against the backdrop of an America unfamiliar to many.
WILLY VLAUTIN is an American author and the lead singer and songwriter of Richmond Fontaine.
Born and raised in Reno, Nevada, he has written four novels: The Motel Life, Northline, Lean on Pete and
The Free. Lean on Pete has been adapted for film and directed by Andrew Haigh (Weekend, 45 Years)
and will be released in late 2017.
Praise for The Free :
“The beauty of The Free lies in Vlautin's unflinching, unsentimental writing; the characters here are
wonderfully realised” – The Times
“Beautiful and haunting ... whatever Vlautin breaks down in you, he builds back up. Walking away from The
Free, I felt a renewed sense of humanity and hope ... In my estimation, no writer is doing more important
work” – Los Angeles Review of Books
“Vlautin's unadorned narrative is affecting; these unassuming characters bore into us in surprising ways” –
New York Times
UK publication date: Faber – Spring 2018
Rights sales for Don’t Skip Out on Me : Holland (J.M. Meulenhoff), France (Albin Michel), Sweden
(Bakhall), US (Harper Perennial)
Rights sales for The Free : Holland (J.M. Meulenhoff), France (Albin Michel), Germany (Bloomsbury
Berlin Verlag), Sweden (Bakhall), US (Harper Perennial)
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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A Talent for Murder
&
A Different Kind of Evil
by Andrew Wilson

The first in a series in which Agatha Christie turns detective.
I wouldn’t scream if I were you. Unless you want the whole world to learn about your
husband and his mistress.
Agatha Christie, in London to visit her literary agent, is boarding a train, preoccupied and flustered in the
knowledge that her husband Archie is having an affair. She feels a light touch on her back, causing her to lose
her balance, then a sense of someone pulling her to safety from the rush of the incoming train. So begins a
terrifying sequence of events. Her rescuer is no guardian angel, rather he is a blackmailer of the most insidious,
manipulative kind. ‘You, Mrs Christie, are going to commit a murder. But, before then, you are going to disappear.’
But writing about murder is a far cry from committing a crime, and Agatha must use every ounce of her
cleverness and resourcefulness to thwart an adversary determined to exploit her genius for murder to kill
on his behalf. In A Talent for Murder, Andrew Wilson ingeniously takes the facts of Agatha Christie’s
disappearance in the winter of 1926 and weaves them together with a real unsolved crime of the time to
create an utterly compelling story.
ANDREW WILSON is a journalist and the highly-acclaimed author of biographies of Patricia Highsmith,
Sylvia Plath and Alexander McQueen, and a novel, The Lying Tongue.
Praise for Andrew Wilson:
“[A] standout debut novel, which heralds a major new talent in the psychological thriller genre” –
Publishers Weekly on The Lying Tongue
“An extraordinary work of imaginative genius, meshing Dickens's gothic atmosphere with Hitchcock's
suspenseful creepiness” – Washington Post on The Lying Tongue
“This is a deeply intelligent, fascinating book…McQueen has got in Wilson the biographer he deserves” –
Telegraph on Blood Beneath the Skin

“A most ingenious homage, solidly researched … Christie would have applauded its intricacy” – Andrew
Taylor, author of The Ashes of London

UK publication date: Simon & Schuster – May 2017
Rights sales for A Talent for Murder & A Different Kind of Evil : Czech Republic (Euromedia),
Denmark (Gads Forlag), Germany (Piper), Russia (Azbooka-Atticus) Slovakia (Ikar), Turkey (Altin
Kitaplar), US (Atria)
Film rights: Origin

Agent: Clare Alexander
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Jane Turnbull

The Territory

by Sarah Govett
(winner of the Gateshead YA Book Prize)

Ecological and financial disaster has hit the world – Britain is an island where unflooded land is scarce and
the habitable cities are few. Society is strictly policed: all pets have been exterminated to save food,
endless news bulletins warn of the need to preserve the new status quo and all children must now pass an
exam at 15 to stay in The Territory or be exiled to the disease-ridden Wetlands.
Noa is a ‘norm’ – unmodified by the new genetic enhancements, she needs to work hard to pass her
exams and stay with her family. But how can Noa compete when the system is skewed to favour rich kids
who can now upload information through a Node in the back of their neck? What other information are
they being fed? And how can Noa focus when her heart is being pulled in two directions at once?
The Territory is a gripping dystopian thriller in an all-too believable near future.
Praise for The Territory :
“Truly heart wrenching! Govett raises issues about our education system, the environment and questions
the decisions governments across the world are making. I’d go as far as to call this the 1984 of our
time.” – Guardian
“Gripping dystopia, with a keen political edge.” – Metro
BEST YA BOOKS OF 2015 – Telegraph
“A thrilling and thought-provoking novel... with a lot to say about our education system” – The Times
“Brilliantly plotted, utterly gripping and a devastating critique of a results-obsessed education system.
This is a book you won’t be able to put down.” Gemma Malley, author of The Declaration and The Killables.
“an accomplished and compelling debut that left me hungry for the next book in the trilogy.” – SB Hayes,
author of Poison Heart and Don’t Look Back
UK publication date: Firefly – May 2015
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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Dog

by Andy Mulligan
(Age: 10+)

Spider is a snaggle-toothed puppy, recently adopted by Tom and his father. Spider knows he's had a lucky
break – he's the runt of the litter and, as his blunt friend Thread (an actual spider) tells him, he'd better
behave or it'll be the end of his stay. But instinct is a strong master, and despite Spider's best efforts he
can't help being puppyish, and is punished by a furious Dad by being locked in the shed. Driven by fear
and claustrophobia, and egged on by Moonlight, a self-obsessed cat declaring undying love, Spider escapes
but is soon horribly lost. Too late he realises that his place is with Tom, and that he really should have
stayed with his young master, if only to defend him from the school bullies.
Helped and hindered along the way by a variety of animals, large and small, tame and wild, Spider embarks
on the long journey home. Beset on all sides by dangers, he learns that no creatures is capable of wholly
subduing their instinct, and perhaps that staying true to your self is the best form of survival after all.
ANDY MULLIGAN was born and brought up in London. He has taught English and drama all over the
world, and now lives in England. He is the author of five award-winning novels, and his bestselling work
Trash is now a major motion picture.
Praise for Andy Mulligan:
Winner of the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize 2011, shortlisted for the Roald Dahl Funny Prize
2009 and shortlisted for the Carnegie medal 2012
“Outstanding ...exceptionally satisfying” – The Times on Trash
"Simply brilliant…thrilling, funny, wholly original adventure. Mulligan is a radical, readable, risk-taking
writer with a message we need to hear" – New Statesman on Liquidator
UK publication date: Pushkin Press – September 2017
Rights sales for Dog : Germany (Rowohlt), Greece (Psichogios publications)
Rights sales for Liquidator: Germany (Rowohlt), Italy (Rizzoli), Netherlands (J.H. Gottmer), Portugal
(Presenca), UK (David Fickling Books)
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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Fum

by Adam Rapp
(YA)

Corinthia Bledsoe never seems to fit anywhere – literally. After a tumor appeared on her pituitary gland in
middle school, she entered Hugo Memorial High School as a 7-foot-4-inch, 287-pound giant. Despite her
unusual size, Corinthia maintains a sunny disposition and a surprisingly low profile, until a vision of three
tornadoes touching down over her school has her running through the halls trying to warn her schoolmates.
No one believes her until early one morning, three tornadoes tear through the town of Hugo, Illinois,
blowing the roof right off the high school’s legendary field house.
The remarkable incident proves to be a turning point for the students of Hugo Memorial. In the aftermath
of an inexplicable event, the school’s bullies are emboldened, targeting Corinthia – the gentle, and now
quite possibly psychic, giant – with graffiti of the word “Fum”: a nod to Jack and the Beanstalk.
Part Roald Dahl, part John Kennedy Toole, told in Rapp’s inimitable voice, Fum is an entirely new take on
the experience of a teenage outsider, and offers a fresh view of victimhood, self-preservation and
empowerment.
ADAM RAPP is an acclaimed playwright and was Pulitzer Prize finalist for his play Red Light Winter and is
the recipient of the Benjamin H. Danks Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, among
other honors. He lives in New York City.
Praise for Know Your Beholder:
"Rapp . . . is a gifted storyteller. He makes demands on his audience, and he rewards its close attention with
depth and elegance." – The New Yorker
"Rapp's novel is surprisingly high-spirited, comic without diminishing the emotional depth of his motley
crew. That's largely thanks to Rapp's gift for figurative language." – Washington Post
"Insightful... [A] profound account of all the things we must survive." – Kirkus
US publication date: Candlewick Press – Spring 2017
Rights sales for Know Your Beholder: World English (Little Brown)
Agent: David Halpern
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Mud

by Emily Thomas
(YA)

‘This diary is the last birthday present Mum ever gave me, when I was ten. I didn’t have to write in it every day, she said, just
when a noteworthy event or feeling happened.’…That was three years ago…’
Lydia’s life is flung in a new direction when her father decides to move the family from their big house to
a leaky Thames barge. New school, new place, a damp ‘cupboard’ for a bedroom, on a barge surrounded
by mud, is not exactly a great place to start teenage life, especially with a new step family on board…
Warm, funny, and told through her diary entries, we follow Lydia trying to navigate family, new
friendships, boys and finding herself. MUD has a feeling of I Capture the Castle, with the humour of an
Adrian Mole.
EMILY THOMAS has been an editor and publisher of children's and adult books since 1988. Born in
London, the youngest of four children, she and her family moved to Essex after the death of her mother
4 years before. MUD is based on two chaotic years in her family’s life. Agent: Gillie Russell
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The Christmas Tree

by Jill Salamon, illustrated by Jill Weber
★★★New York Times and National Besteller★★★

In its 20th anniversary last year, the New York Times bestseller, The Christmas Tree, (originally published by
Random House in 1996) will be reissued by Open Road Integrated Media. The latest edition will feature a
new introduction by author Julie Salamon, as well as a new cover and illustrations by artist Jill Weber.
The Christmas Tree is the tale of a little girl named Anna, who is orphaned and sent to live in a convent. The
lonely girl befriends, as only a child can, a tiny fir tree. Anna and Tree, as she calls him, grow up together,
unlocking the secrets of friendship and sharing the wonders of nature. It is this same profound appreciation
and love of nature that the grown-up Anna, now Sister Anthony, passes on to her students.
When Tree is threatened by a winter storm, Sister Anthony, by now an old woman, decides to give up her
dearest friend, allowing him to become the most enjoyed and famous tree of all: the tree at Rockefeller
Centre in New York City.
A perennial holiday favourite and classic, The Christmas Tree is about learning to love and, ultimately, being
able to share that love with others.
Praise for The Christmas Tree:
‘A twinkly, read-around-the-fireplace story.’ – Entertainment Weekly
A rich, heartrending tale… I can imagine Dickens himself sniffling and smiling.’ NPR’s Newsday
“Unusual and endearing…[A] lovely little tale and drawings with a big-smile ending ‘ Atlanta Journal
US publication date: Open Road, 2017
Rights sales for The Christmas Tree : Lithuania (Metodika)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc
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Beyond Weird:

Why everything you thought you knew about
quantum physics is different

by Philip Ball

Quantum has become a byword for incomprehensibility, in the same way that Albert Einstein has become
a shorthand for genius. The physicist Richard Feynman admitted that “no one understands quantum
mechanics” – and if he didn’t, what hope is there for the rest of us?
Over the past few decades there has been a revolution in quantum mechanics, yet we haven’t yet changed
the stories we tell about it. Partly because scientists can now carry out experiments that were, for Einstein
and his contemporaries, just “thought experiments”, we know much more about why quantum mechanics
looks weird to us, but also why it isn’t weird really. We can explain how our familiar everyday world arises
out of the quantum world. And we know that quantum mechanics isn’t really a theory of tiny particles
that are sometimes waves, but is instead a theory of information: of what we can find out about the world
(and what we cannot). It seems to imply that the world isn’t as fully imprinted with an objective reality as
we have learnt to expect it to be.
Beyond Weird is the first accessible and truly up-to-date account of what we now know about quantum
mechanics. It shows that, even if the quantum world is not really weird, it is more astonishing, more
unexpected, but also in its own way more logical, than you imagined.
PHILIP BALL writes regularly in the scientific and popular media and worked for many years as an editor
for physical sciences at Nature. His books cover a wide range of scientific and cultural phenomena.
Praise for The Water Kingdom :
“Extraordinary” – The Times
“Ball’s journey along the history, politics and culture of China’s waterways encompasses many heroes of
Chinese hydrology” – Guardian
“The book punctures myths and draws illuminating connections” – Financial Times
UK publication date: Bodley Head - 2018
Rights sales for The Water Kingdom : North America (Chicago University Press)
Rights sales for Invisible : North America (Chicago University Press), Italy (Einaudi), Spain (Turner)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Claretta:

Mussolini’s Last Lover

by R. J. B. Bosworth

A master historian illuminates the tumultuous relationship of Il Duce and his young lover Claretta, whose
extraordinarily intimate diaries only recently have become available. Few deaths are as gruesome and
infamous as those of Benito Mussolini, Italy's fascist dictator, and Claretta (or Clara) Petacci, his muchyounger lover. Shot dead by Italian partisans after attempting to flee the country in 1945, the couple's
bodies were then hanged upside down in Milan's main square in ignominious public display.
This provocative book is the first to mine Clara's extensive diaries, family correspondence, and other
sources to discover how the last in Mussolini's long line of lovers became his intimate and how she came
to her violent fate at his side. R. J. B. Bosworth explores the social climbing of Claretta's family, her naive
and self-interested commitment to fascism, her diary's graphically detailed accounts of sexual life with
Mussolini, and much more. Brimful of new and arresting information, the book sheds intimate light not
only on an ordinary-extraordinary woman living at the heart of Italy's totalitarian fascist state but also on
Mussolini himself.

R. J. B. BOSWORTH is a Senior Research Fellow at Jesus College, Oxford and Emeritus Professor of

History at the University of Western Australia and is a leading expert on Fascist Italy. He has written several
books on the history of Italy, including an acclaimed biography of Mussolini.

Praise for Claretta :
“Bosworth… is one of the finest historians of modern Italy, and his deep knowledge and understanding,
as well as his formidable research, inform every page of this enjoyable biography.” – Literary Review
“Bosworth is the author of some fine works on fascism... He writes with erudition, perceptiveness and
humour about Claretta and Mussolini and about the light cast by their affair on the dictator’s personality,
his style of rule and Italian social conditions during his spell as national leader.” - Financial Times
UK publication date: Yale University Press – February 2017
Rights sales for Italian Venice : World English (Yale)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Good Germans:

Resisting The Nazis 1933-1945

by Catrine Clay

After Hitler became Chancellor in 1933 it took the Nazis just 6 months to subjugate the nation through
terror. But as the Gestapo raids and arrests became part of daily life, so too did small acts of courage and
resistance. Catrine Clay will tell the stories of people who continued to resist the Nazis despite the personal
danger it entailed; from the school teacher who helped students onto ‘exchange programmes’ abroad, to
the factory men sabotaging armament production, to the haughty tailor of expensive Nazi suits who hid
Jews in the room behind his shop. Interweaving the stories of ordinary people whose lives don’t make the
history books with day-to-day life under Nazi rule, and using private and often unpublished memoirs,
Catrine will look at acts of extraordinary courage by ordinary people. Organised resistance seems
increasingly and shockingly relevant today: The Good Germans promises to be a fascinating and engaging
account of people forced to make difficult choices in impossible circumstances.
CATRINE CLAY has worked for the BBC for over twenty years, directing and producing award-winning
television documentaries. She won the International Documentary Award and the Golden Spire for Best
History Documentary, and was nominated for a BAFTA. She is the author of Labyrinths: Emma Jung, Her
Marriage to Carl, and the Early Years of Psychoanalysis, King, Kaiser, Tsar and Trautmann’s Journey, which won a
British Sport Book Award for Biography of the Year and was runner-up for the William Hill Sports Book
Award.
Praise for Labyrinths :
“Impressive…An entertaining portrait.” - New Yorker
“Clay’s narrative displays expert scholarship in drawing on a variety of archival sources, some never used
before in a published study…with its imagery and dramatic tenor, this is a tale within which Jung himself
would find many psychoanalytic riches, even as it places some of his greatest innovations at the feet of a
fascinating woman.” - Publishers Weekly
“Clay navigates the maze-like story with perspicacity and ease.… It’s a gripping story of two talented
individuals, their fascinating, often troubled, but ultimately enduring partnership, and how together they
shaped the brave new world of psychoanalysis.” - Observer
UK publication date: Weidenfeld, 2019
Rights sales for King, Kaiser, Tsar: Czech Repbulic (BB Art), Estonia (Pegasus), France (Lattes),
Germany (Random House), Netherlands (Uniboek), Poland (Amber), Russia (Veche), Sweden (Norstedts),
Thailand (Matichon)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Mixer:

The Story of Premier League Tactics, from Route
One to False Nines
by Michael Cox

Back in 1992, English football was stuck in the dark ages, emerging from a five-year ban from European
competition. The game was physical, bruising and attritional, based on strength over speed, aggression over
finesse. It was the era of the midfield general, reducers, big men up front and getting it in the mixer; 4-4-2
was the order of the day. Few teams experimented tactically.
And then, almost overnight, it all changed. The creation of the Premier League coincided with one of the
most seismic rule changes in football history: the abolition of the back pass. Suddenly defenders had no get
out of jail free card, goalkeepers had to be able to field and play the ball and the pace of the game quickened
immeasurably. Tactics evolved dramatically, helped by an increased foreign influence.
This is the first book to delve deep into the tactical story of the Premier League, and take a long view of
how the game has developed over the last quarter century. From Ferguson’s directness to Keegan’s
relentlessly attacking Newcastle outfit, to Mourinho’s cagey, reactive Chelsea, all the way to Ranieri’s
counter-attacking champions, The Mixer is one of the most entertaining, rich and knowledgeable football
books ever written.
MICHAEL COX is The Guardian’s football tactics writer and founder of the website Zonal Marking. The
Mixer is his first book.
Praise for The Mixer:
“Intelligently written. Impressively researched. Fascinatingly addictive. Michel Cox is like a cartographer,
remapping the landscape of the Premier League so we see the contours of it afresh. That's some feat.” –
Duncan Hamilton, two-time winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year
“Michael Cox provides brilliant tactical context to our favourite moments of Premier League nostalgia. The
Mixer is as entertaining as a Wanchope dribble, with the authority of a Shearer finish and the panache of a
Cantona celebration. And you may even learn to love Tony Pulis a little bit.” – Ben Lyttleton, author of
Soccernomics
UK publication date: HarperCollins – June 2017
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Helplessly Hoping:

The Ecstasy and Agony of
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young

by Peter Doggett

For five years, between 1969 and 1974, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young were the most successful, influential and
politically potent rock band in America. The vast emotional range of their music, from delicate acoustic
confessionals to raucous counter-culture anthems, was mirrored in the turbulence of their personal lives; few of
their contemporaries could match the recklessness of their hedonistic and often warring lifestyles, as four
stubborn songwriters pursued chemical and sexual pleasure to life-threatening extremes.
They made themselves, for better or worse, synonymous with Woodstock, and with the nebulous
Woodstock generation which it inspired. Yet in December 1969 the grim carnival that was the Altamont
festival proved to be a more accurate premonition of the future. Within eight months of this nightmarish
gathering, CSNY had split up, at the peak of their popularity; and the anti-war, pro-civil rights, protorevolutionary crusade that had powered the American underground through the second half of the 1960s
had splintered into dozens of antagonistic factions. Finally, as the Nixon presidency crumbled, CSNY
were persuaded back onto the road, for an epic summer of touring that marked both the pinnacle and the
nadir of their troubled union.
2019 will mark the 50th anniversary of Woodstock and Altamont, of Crosby, Stills and Nash’s emergence
as the most idealistic and joyous performers in the rock culture, and of their fateful, ultimately fatal
decision to let the mercurial Neil Young into their tight-knit band of brothers. Remarkably, theirs is a
story that has never been told in depth and in context, let alone by someone with personal access to them,
who is both passionate about their music and clear-sighted enough to recognise the flaws of both the men
and their times.
Praise for You Never Give Me Your Money:
"A breath-taking record of uncontrolled fame's grotesque side-effects" – Q Magazine
“A page-turner, and for its genre an uncharacteristically literate one” – Literary Review
UK publication date: Bodley Head – 2018
PETER DOGGETT has been writing about popular music, the entertainment industry and social and
cultural history since 1980. A regular contributor to Mojo, Q and GQ, his books include The Art and Music
of John Lennon, Are You Ready for the Country?, There's a Riot Going On: Revolutionaries, Rock Stars and the Rise and
Fall of 60s Counter-culture, and You Never Give Me Your Money: The Beatles After the Breakup.
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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Art Sex Music

by Cosey Fanni Tutti

Art Sex Music is the autobiography of a musician who, as a founding member of the avant-garde group
Throbbing Gristle and electronic pioneers Chris & Cosey, has consistently challenged the boundaries of
music over the past four decades. It is the account of an artist who, as part of COUM Transmissions,
represented Britain at the IXth Biennale de Paris, whose Prostitution show at the ICA in 1976 caused the
Conservative MP Nicholas Fairbairn to declare her, COUM and Throbbing Gristle ‘Wreckers of
Civilisation’ . . . shortly before he was arrested for indecent exposure, and whose work continues to be held
at the vanguard of contemporary art.
And it is the story of her work as a pornographic model and striptease artiste which challenged
assumptions about morality, erotica and art.
Art Sex Music is the wise, shocking and elegant autobiography of Cosey Fanni Tutti.
COSEY FANNI TUTTI whose career began in 1969 is a respected artist and musician of worldwide
renown - for her Art, her work in the sex industry, as co-founder of Industrial music and Throbbing Gristle,
and her pioneering electronic music as 'Chris & Cosey' and 'Carter Tutti'.
UK publication date: Faber – April 2017
Rights sales for Art Sex Music : France (Le Camion Blanc)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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Killers of the Flower Moon: The

Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI
by David Grann

In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were neither Parisians
nor New Yorkers: they were Oklahoma’s Osage Indians.
Oil had been discovered beneath their land in Osage County and 2,229 designated Osage Indians were
granted headrights that provided a percentage of the revenues pouring in from oil companies. The tribe,
whose wealth was enviously chronicled in society magazines, defied the long-standing stereotypes of Native
Americans: they often rode in chauffeured Cadillacs, built mansions and sent their children to study in
Europe. Then, mysteriously, they began to be killed off. Some were poisoned, others were shot or beaten
to death. Many who dared to investigate the killings met a similar fate – gunned down, suffocated, one
lawyer tossed from a speeding train. In desperation, the Osage turned to the newly created Bureau of
Investigation, becoming the FBI’s first major homicide case.
Yet corruption from oil money permeated even the FBI and the White House. David Grann reveals a
culture of killers in which every element of society was complicit. His thrilling investigative reportage stands
as a fascinating 20th century tale of the corrosive effects of oil.
DAVID GRANN is a staff writer at the New Yorker. He has written about everything from New York
City's antiquated water tunnels to the hunt for the giant squid. A film based on his book, The Lost City of Z:
A Tale of Deadly Obsession in the Amazon is released April 2017.
Praise for Killers of the Flower Moon :
“A fascinating account of a tragic and forgotten chapter in the history of the American West. As in all his
work, David Grann digs deep, and this powerful story reveals the unimaginable scale of these shocking murders
almost a hundred years ago.” – John Grisham
“If Killers of the Flower Moon were a novel, one would marvel at David Grann’s skill in constructing such a
taut, driving narrative with so many stunning plot twists. But it is a true story, based on years of
meticulous reporting, making the book both a fiercely entertaining mystery story and a wrenching
exploration of evil. – Kate Atkinson
"Grann burnishes his reputation as a brilliant storyteller in this gripping true-crime narrative, which
revisits a baffling and frightening—and relatively unknown—spree of murders occurring mostly in
Oklahoma during the 1920s.." – Publishers Weekly, (Starred Review)
US publication date: Doubleday – April 2017
Rights sales for Killers of The Flower Moon : Brazil (Companhia), France (Editions Globe), Germany
(BTB), Italy (Corbaccio), Poland (Foksal), Netherlands (Q), Portugal (Quetzal), Romania (RAO), Russia
(Eksmo), Spain (PRH), UK (Simon & Schuster), Thailand (Earnest Publishing),
Film rights: Imperative Entertainment
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Lost City of Z:

A Tale of Deadly Obsession in the Amazon
by David Grann

National bestseller: New York Times /Wall Street Journal
/ Los Angeles Times
Shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize
In 1925, the legendary British explorer Percy Fawcett ventured into the Amazon jungle, in search of a fabled
civilization. He never returned. Over the years countless perished trying to find evidence of his party and
the place he called “The Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, journalist David Grann
interweaves the spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z” and his own journey into the deadly jungle,
as he unravels the greatest exploration mystery of the twentieth century.
The Lost City of Z is now a major motion picture starring Charlie Hunnam, Robert Pattinson, Tom Holland,
and Sienna Miller. Plan B produced from a script written and directed by James Gray.
The film premiered at the New York Film Festival on October 15, 2016 and will open in select theatres on
April 14, 2017. StudioCanal will distribute in France, the UK, Germany, and Australia/New Zealand.
DAVID GRANN is a staff writer at the New Yorker. He has written about everything from New York City's
antiquated water tunnels to the hunt for the giant squid.
Praise for The Lost City of Z:
‘…at once a biography, a detective story and a wonderfully vivid piece of travel writing that combines Bruce
Chatwin-esque powers of observation with a Waugh-like sense of the absurd.’ – Michiko Kakutani, New
York Times
‘Thoroughly researched, vividly told, this is a thrill ride from start to finish.’ – Washington Post
‘A fascinating and brilliant book.’ – Malcolm Gladwell
Rights sales for The Lost City of Z: Brazil (Companhia), China (Peking University Press), France
(Editions Points), Germany (Kipenheur & Witsch), Indonesia (Dinamedia), Italy (Corbaccio), Korea (Hong
Ik), Netherlands (Q) Portugal (Dom Quixote), Russia (Azbooka), Spain (PRH), UK (Simon & Schuster)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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RisingTideFallingStar
by Philip Hoare

Without lakes and seas, where would we invest our souls? Water stands for what we have lost, and
have gained, symbolising the increasing distance between us and the rest of the natural world.
In this, his third ‘watery’ book, in parts travelogue, memoir and history, moving along everchanging shorelines, Philip Hoare travels across countries and through time. He swims from
freshwater ponds to vast oceans, encounters selkies and sea ducks, rebels and visionaries from
Prospero to David Bowie – people, places, animals and ideas forever swimming against the tide.
Philip Hoare is the author of several books, including Serious Pleasures: The Life of Stephen Tennant;
Noel Coward; Oscar Wilde’s Last Stand; Spike Island; England’s Lost Eden; Leviathan, or, The Whale,
winner of the 2009 Samuel Johnson Prize for non-fiction; and The Sea Inside. He lives in
Southampton.
Praise for The Sea Inside :
‘As bracing as a great blustery lungful of ozone-filled air … His passionate engagement will infect you. As
you close this book, you will probably feel as ecstatic as the author does after one of his cold morning dips’
– The Times
‘A beautifully written mixture of travelogue and essay … Hoare has invented a new genre: an elegy for
something not yet lost’ – Independent on Sunday
‘A passionate, wonderfully engaging book … His oceanic pursuit of the most remarkable animals on the
planet has produced two books of the utmost interest’ – Independent
UK publication date: HarperCollins – July 2017
Rights sales for RisingTideFallingStar: Spain (Atico)
Agent: Lisa Baker
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Outside the Asylum:

A Memoir of War, Disaster and Humanitarian
Psychiatry

by Lynne Jones

Over almost twenty-five years Lynne Jones has been working as a humanitarian psychiatrist, treating those
whose mental health has been affected by war or genocide or unimaginable natural disaster, often in
communities where clinical mental health treatment is on the margins, or simply does not exist. In some
of the most dangerous places in the world, where huge numbers are dying or physically incapacitated, it is
easy to ignore the mental wounds suffered when being forced to watch as members of your family are
murdered, or when a place that you've always thought of as safe is destroyed; the feeling of helplessness as
you watch your community being torn apart, or all your worldly possessions carried out to sea.
From her training in one of Britain's last asylums, to working with traditional healers in Sierra Leone, child
victims of massacres in Kosovo and traumatised soldiers in Gorazde after the Bosnian war, Lynne has
treated extraordinary people in extraordinary situations. But this book is not only about the patients she
has treated, it also shines a light on humanitarian aid and all its glories and problems. She shows how
illthought-out interventions do more harm than good and also how upset, disturbance and death is always
only a moment away. It reveals the work of the many people who dedicate their lives to helping those who
most need it, whose belief in humanity is so strong that they will put their own lives at risk to protect it.
LYNNE JONES is a child psychiatrist, relief worker and writer. She has spent much of the last twenty years
establishing and running mental health programmes in areas of conflict or natural disaster. Her previous
book, Then They Started Shooting: Growing Up in Wartime Bosnia, explores children's understanding of political
violence. Her field diaries have been published in the London Review of Books and O, The Oprah Magazine and
her audio diaries broadcast on the BBC World Service.
UK publication date: Weidenfeld & Nicolson – June 2017
Rights sales for Outside the Asylum : Turkey (Hep Kitap)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Lucky Man

by Greg Lake
Completed just before his untimely death in December 2016, Lucky
Man is Greg Lake’s long-waited memoir of a life lived through music.

Brought up as a working-class boy in the shadow of the gasworks in Poole, Greg Lake never thought he would
be an international superstar, playing to over 350,000 fans at California Jam, two decades later.
Lake first won acclaim as lead vocalist, bass guitarist and producer when, together with Robert Fripp, he
formed King Crimson. In 1970, during a North American tour, he met Keith Emerson, who would
change the course of his career. The two shared a common bond: European musical influences and a
desire to reinterpret classical works while creating a new musical genre. Together with Carl Palmer, they
formed the first progressive supergroup Emerson, Lake & Palmer.
For a decade, ELP dominated the charts and the field of progressive rock with platinum-selling albums,
such as Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Tarkus, Pictures at an Exhibition, Trilogy, Brain Salad Surgery, Works Vol. 1
and 2. In 1977, ELP went on a US tour which became legendary for its ambition. The trio created a
unique live theatrical performance which featured Emerson attacking his keyboards with knives, Palmer
playing a 2.5 ton stainless steel kit and Lake performing on a £6,000 Persian rug which had its own roadie.
But it was the band’s 100-piece orchestra that nearly bankrupted ELP. By the end of the 1970s, the
stresses between the trio began to tell and the band split.
Lucky Man is a poignant and searching memoir of the man who was the voice of a generation and fronted
one of the greatest rock supergroups all time but never held with the ‘progressive’ tag that attached itself
to both the music and the excess. This memoir not only charts the highs and lows of a career in rock
music but also reflects on the death of Keith Emerson and living with terminal cancer and the end of life.
GREGORY STUART ‘GREG’ LAKE (10 November 1947 – 7 December 2016) was an English bassist,
guitarist, singer, songwriter, and producer who gained prominence as a founder member of the
progressive rock bands King Crimson and Emerson, Lake & Palmer (ELP).
UK publication date: Little Brown – May 2017
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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The Unfinished Palazzo:

Life, Love and Art in Venice

by Judith Mackrell

Commissioned in 1750, the Palazzo Venier was planned as a testimony to the
power and wealth of a great family, but the fortunes of the Veniers waned, and
the project was abandoned with only one storey complete. Empty, unfinished,
and in a gradual state of decay, the building was considered an eyesore.
Yet in the early 20th century the Unfinished Palazzo, with its fairy-tale abandonment and potential for
transformation, were to attract and inspire three women at key moments in their lives: Luisa Casati, Doris
Castlerosse and Peggy Guggenheim. Each came from a different country – Italy, Britain and America – but
had a surprising amount in common. All had scandalous lives, a passionate interest in art, a fascination with
sex, and a deep love of Venice. All surrounded themselves with an amazing supporting cast at so many
glamorous parties, from D'Annunzio, and Nijinsky, via Noel Coward and Cecil Beaton, to Yoko Ono
amongst the Picassos.
Luisa Casati turned her home into an aesthete’s fantasy where she hosted parties as extravagant and
decadent as Renaissance court operas – spending small fortunes on her own costumes in her quest to
become a ‘living work of art’ and muse to the artists of the late belle époque and early modernist eras. Doris
strove to make her mark in London and Venice during the glamorous, hedonistic interwar years, hosting
film stars and royalty at glittering parties. Finally, in the postwar years, Peggy turned the Palazzo into a
model of modernist simplicity that served as a home for her exquisite collection of modern art that today
draws tourists and art-lovers from around the world.
Mackrell tells each life story vividly in turn, weaving an intricate history of these legendary characters and
the Unfinished Palazzo that they all at different times called home.
JUDITH MACKRELL is a reviewer, broadcaster and one of Britain’s leading dance critics. She has written
several books, including a biography of Russian ballerina Lydia Lopokova and her marriage to John
Maynard Keynes, which was shortlisted for the Costa Biography Award in 2008.
Praise for Flappers :
“Offers a way to look beyond the clichés of the Roaring Twenties into what was actually going on in these
women's heads” – Sunday Times
“Flappers is all good, dirty fun . . . Mackrell is an engaging storyteller with a deceptively light touch” – Sunday
Telegraph
“It's in the bringing together of these highly diverse women under the 'flapper' umbrella that Mackrell's real
genius lies” – Independent
“Judith Mackrell's group biography of six women of the Roaring Twenties is a terrific read.” – Daily Mail
UK publication date: Thames & Hudson – April 2017
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Clear, Bright Future:

A Radical Defence of the Human Being
by Paul Mason
Trump rules America.
Brexit has triggered the breakup of the European Union.
Social media is awash with anti-Semitism, white supremacy & violence.
Russia is gearing up for tactical nuclear war.
In Turkey, hundreds of journalists are in jail.
This is not some dystopian graphic novel; it is reality.
The economic system of globalised trade and free markets looks set to fall apart just as abruptly as the
Soviet Union did, less than 30 years ago. Like the Soviet system, it seemed like it would last forever, until
suddenly consent and belief in it crumbled. How did we get here and what do we do now?
Paul Mason argues that, at the core of the crisis, is a retreat from humanism. The ultra-right’s project is to
attack the individual freedoms the free market system promoted: to attack information freedom, roll back
the Geneva conventions, destroy the very concept of universal human rights, and erode granular
freedoms that have underpinned the lifestyles of a networked generation. In response, Mason demands a
radical defence of the human being: a reinvention of humanism; a re-assertion of the universality of
human rights; the struggle for a society where biologically determined hierarchies are abolished. We are
facing powerful men with the egomaniac traits of the arch-villain in a superhero movie. But there is no
superhero: no Batman to deal with this growing army of grotesque authoritarian jokers.
In this urgent book Paul Mason documents the intellectual, political and economic processes of
disintegration that led to a country which designed globalisation, and benefited the most from it, voting to
end it.
PAUL MASON is an award-winning writer, broadcaster, and film-maker, at the centre of the global
public debate on how to respond to globalisation’s crisis. His previous book Postcapitalism: A Guide To Our
Future has to date been published in 16 languages.
Praise for Postcapitalism :
“Mason weaves together varied intellectual threads to produce a fascinating set of ideas... Politicians of all
stripes should take note. And so should the people who vote for them” – Financial Times
“Deeply engaging... he writes with freshness and insight on almost every page... I can't remember the last
book I read that managed to carve its way through the forest of political and economic ideas with such
brio...Mason is a worthy successor to Marx.” – David Runciman, Guardian
UK publication date: Penguin – 2018
Rights sales for Postcapitalism : Brazil (Companhia Das Letras), Bulgaria (Iztok- Zapad), China (China
Citic Press), Croatia (Fokus), Denmark (Art People), Germany (Suhrkamp Verlag), Greece (Kastaniotis
Editions), Italy (II Saggiatore) Japan (Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha), Korea (The Quest), Netherlands (De
Bezige Bij), Portugal (Random House), Romania (Grup Media), Russia (Ad Marginem Press), Spain
(Ediciones Paidos), Sweden (Ordfronts Forlag), Turkey (Yordam), World English (Penguin)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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Fatal Discord:

Erasmus, Luther, and the Rupture of Europe

by Michael Massing

From award-winning author Michael Massing, Fatal Discord is a tour de force biography of two of the most
influential figures in modern Christianity: Erasmus of Rotterdam and Martin Luther. Massing transports us
to sixteenth-century Europe, where two very different men struggle to redefine faith at a moment when
corruption plagues the all powerful Christian institutions. Erasmus, a celebrated intellectual, is funny,
brilliant, popular, and prolific, but hesitant to take on the whole of the Catholic Church. Luther, meanwhile,
is known for his strong personality, his fierce individualism, and his vulgar sense of humor. He lacks the
respect of his peers that Erasmus has, as well as the ingrained sense of decorum. But it’s his unshakeable
conviction and stubborn belief in his cause that finally lands him in front of the Imperial Diet at Worms.
The clash between these two men and the schools of thought they represent - humanism and evangelicalism
- remain in competition to this day, forever remembered by the moment when Luther posts the NinetyFive
Theses and changes the world. In Fatal Discord, Massing examines the impact of the printing press, the
discovery of forgotten manuscripts, the translation of the Bible into vernacular languages, Christian
antiSemitism, the rupture of the Catholic Church, the origins of Protestantism, Henry VIII’s break with
Rome, and the start of a century of religious warfare. Ultimately Luther is willing to challenge the deeply
held traditions that Erasmus has trouble walking away from, and in the end, both men face exile from the
very religion that they love. Told by Massing in gripping detail, the story of Erasmus and Luther is a highstakes battle for the heart of Europe and the soul of the Church.
MICHAEL MASSING is an adjunct professor at the Columbia School of Journalism, the former executive
editor of and contributing editor to the Columbia Journalism Review, and author of The Fix: Solving the Nation’s
Drug Problem (Simon & Schuster). Among the awards he has received, he was named a MacArthur Fellow
in 1992. His articles have appeared in The Washington Post, The New Yorker, Rolling Stone, The Atlantic Monthly,
and The New York Review of Books. He lives in New York City.
UK publication date: HarperCollins – Autumn 2017
Rights sales for Fatal Discord : Spain (Destino)
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A Bold and Dangerous Family:
The Rossellis and the Fight against
Mussolini
by Caroline Moorehead

The Rosselli family, led by their fierce matriarch, Amelia Rosselli, were vocal anti-fascists. As populist,
rightwing nationalism swept across Europe after World War I, and Italy’s Prime Minister, Benito Mussolini,
began consolidating his power, Amelia’s sons, Carlo and Nello led the opposition, taking a public stand
against Il Duce that few others in their class dared risk.
Renowned historian Caroline Moorehead paints an indelible picture of Italy in the first half of the twentieth
century, offering an intimate account of the rise and fall of Il Duce and his squaddristi; life in Mussolini’s
penal collonies; the shocking ambivalence and complicity of many prominent Italian families seduced by
Mussolini’s promises; and the bold, fractured resistance movement whose associates sacrificed their lives
to fight fascism.
In A Bold and Dangerous Family, Moorehead once again pays tribute to heroes who fought to uphold our
humanity during one of history’s darkest chapters.
CAROLINE MOOREHEAD is a human rights journalist and renowned biographer. Her biography of
Lucie de la Tour du Pin, Dancing to the Precipice, was shortlisted for the Costa Biography Award in 2009; her
most recent book Village of Secrets was a Sunday Times bestseller and shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize.
Praise for Village of Secrets :
"Moorehead draws vivid portraits of those who helped…The emotional heart of the book beats in the
children’s stories… Moorehead, a biographer and historian, scrupulously records the emotional fallout from the
children’s experiences" –The Times
'A story of stunning courage, generosity and hope... In Moorehead's expert hands it is a triumphant one'
Mail on Sunday
'an uplifting tale of courage and morality' The Sunday Times
Riven with complexity… Stories of this weight could occupy several volumes and would still disorientate
with all the possibilities – both altruistic and malevolent – of human nature" – Telegraph
UK publication date: Chatto – June 2017
Rights sales for A Bold and Dangerous Family : Canada (Knopf), US (HarperCollins), Italy (Newton &
Compton)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Surreal Life of Leonora
Carrington
by Joanna Moorhead

In 2006 journalist Joanna Moorhead discovered that her father's cousin, Prim, who had disappeared many
decades earlier, was now a famous artist in Mexico. Although rarely spoken of in her own family (regarded
as a black sheep, a wild child; someone they were better off without) in the meantime Leonora Carrington
had become a national treasure in Mexico, where she now lived, while her paintings are fetching ever-higher
prices at auction today.
Intrigued by her story, Joanna set off to Mexico City to find her lost relation. Later she was to return to
Mexico ten times more between then and Leonora's death in 2011, sometimes staying for months at a time
and subsequently travelling around Britain and through Europe in search of the loose ends of her tale.
They spent days talking and reading together, drinking tea and tequila, going for walks and to parties and
eating take away pizzas or dining out in her local restaurants as Leonora told Joanna the wild and amazing
truth about a life that had taken her from the suffocating existence of a debutante in London via war-torn
France with her lover, Max Ernst, to incarceration in an asylum and finally to the life of a recluse in Mexico
City.
Leonora was one of the last surviving participants in the Surrealist movement of the 1930s, a founding
member of the Women's Liberation Movement in Mexico during the 1970s and a woman whose reputation
will survive not only as a muse but as a novelist and a great artist. This book is the extraordinary story of
Leonora Carrington's life, and of the friendship between two women, related by blood but previously
unknown to one another, whose encounters were to change both their lives.
JOANNA MOORHEAD writes for The Guardian. Born in Lancashire, she now lives in London.
UK publication date: Virago - April 2017
Rights sales for The Surreal Life of Leonora Carrington : Spain (under offer)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Neuropolis:

A Brain Science Survival Guide
by Robert Newman

After volunteering for a brain-imaging experiment meant to locate the part of the brain that lights up when
you’re in love, comedian Rob Newman emerged with more questions than answers. Can brain scans read
our minds? Are we our brains? How can you map the mind?
He argues that the dehumanising claims of most current neuroscientific findings derive not from science,
but from a combination of philosophical blunders and a version of evolutionary biology that owes little to
Darwin. He questions why brain science books are devoted to such a peculiarly pessimistic world view,
when really exciting advances in neuroscience go untold, such as awe-inspiring discoveries about the origins
of memory in ancient oceans.
Newman offers up fascinating examples showing that our brains are inextricably and profoundly
intertwined with our bodies, the natural world and the world we have made, including hilarious accounts
of his own participation in neurological experiments. Debunking common, even brainless interpretations
of brain science, he celebrates the more intriguing and underreported advances in neuroscience in his
signature nonconformist, charming and witty voice.
ROBERT NEWMAN is a British comedian, author and political activist.
Praise for Robert Newman:
“Dissing bad science, capitalists and Brian Cox, Newman’s low-octane cabinet of neuroscientific curiosities
has nonconformist bite” – Guardian
“A fascinating and highly original book, the sort you pick up idly and then discover that two hours have
gone by” – Spectator
“Newman combines proper scientific argument with dazzling shafts of wit” – The Times
“Scalpel-sharp analysis … very funny” – Psychologist
UK publication date: HarperCollins – April 2017
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Golden Tube:

Victorian Life Through The
Miscroscope
by Keiron Pim

The Golden Tube: Victorian Life through the Microscope will be a vivid and original way of exploring the 19th century.
In the second half of the century the advent of affordable microscopes combined with a revolution in scientific
understanding to prompt a trend for amateur microscopy, and with it a booming industry in strange and
wonderful slides. Every Victorian microscope slide tells a different story, forming a window into the world at
that time: its cultural preoccupations, diseases, religious ideas, pastimes, colonialism and burgeoning empire, new
understanding of deep time and evolution, and with this its drastically changing view of humanity’s place within
the history of life on Earth. Beautifully illustrated with photographs of magnified slides, from the macabre to the
sublime, this wunderkabinet of a book will be a fascinating journey into the Victorian world.
KEIRON PIM is the literary editor of the Eastern Daily Press newspaper before leaving to concentrate on
writing books. He is the author of The Bumper Book of Dinosaurs (Square Peg) and he edited and introduced
Into the Light: the Medieval Hebrew Poetry of Meir of Norwich, the first translated edition of England’s only major
medieval Hebrew poet. His latest book Jumpin’ Jack Flash: David Litvinoff and the Rock’n’Roll Underworld
(Jonathon Cape) attracted widespread positive coverage on publication.
Praise for Kieron Pim:
"This surely has the most startling beginning of any biography to be published this year… Vivid,
engrossing… Pim gives an all too graphic picture of the seedy 1950s… He is compassionate and humane
at every moment. His prose is always careful and stylish" – Gurdian on Jumpin’ Jack Flash
“Jumpin’ Jack Flash provides the missing piece of Swinging London’s social jigsaw" – Literary Review
"His hard work shows on every page of this lively, colourful and informative 352-page volume" – Evening
News on Bumper Book of Dinosaurs
UK publication date: Jonathan Cape – Spring 2018
Rights sales for Jumpin’ Jack Flash: David Litvinoff and the Rock’n’Roll Underworld :
UK (Random House)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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Gorbachev:

The Man and his Era

by William Taubman
In a little over six years, Mikhail Gorbachev dismantled the
Communist system in the USSR – almost singlehandedly
changing his country, and the world.

When Mikhail Gorbachev became its leader in March 1985, the USSR, while plagued by internal and
external troubles, was still one of the world’s two super-powers. By 1991 the Communist system was in
decline, the Cold War was over, and on December 25, 1991, the Soviet Union itself ceased to exist. In the
West, Gorbachev is regarded as a hero. In Russia, he is widely hated by those who blame him for the
collapse of the USSR. Admirers marvel at his vision and courage. Detractors, including many of his former
Kremlin comrades, have accused him of everything from naiveté to treason.
Pulitzer Prize winning Taubman’s approach places Gorbachev at the intersection of history and personality,
showing how his character took shape and how it both reflected and altered his era. How did Gorbachev
become the man who dismantled the Soviet system? Why did that system so readily submit to dismantling?
Gorbachev enacted great changes, only to be mostly done in by forces no one could have controlled.
Taubman examines Gorbachev’s circumstances and addresses larger, enduring questions: How much
power do even the most powerful leaders really have?
Praise for William Taubman:
“The range of his research, his mastery of sources and his ability to win the confidence of most of the
people he tracked down are astounding” – London Review of Books on Khrushchev
WILLIAM TAUBMAN is Bertrand Snell Professor Emeritus of Political Science at Amherst College. His
2003 book, Khrushchev: The Man and His Era, won both Pulitzer Prize for biography and the National Book
Critics Circle Award for biography in 2004. Taubman has been the President of the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, and chairs the Advisory Committee of the Cold War International
History Project at the Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars in Washington.
US publication date: Norton – September 2017
Rights sales for Gorbache v: Estonia (Varrak), Germany (Beck), Holland (Hollands Diep), Russia
(Corpus), UK (Simon & Schuster)
Rights sales for Khrushchev: China (China Social Sciences), Czech (BB/Art), Estonia (Varrak), Finland
(Art House Oy), Latvia (Atena), Lithuania (Musu Knyga), Poland (Bukowy Las), Romania (Meteor), Russia
(Molodaya Gvardia), Spain (La Esfera De Los Libros), UK (Simon & Schuster), US (Norton)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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No Cheering Crowds 1938-1939:
How Britain and Germany Slipped into
War

by Frederick Taylor

There was no appetite for conflict in Europe just twenty years after ‘the war to end all wars’ had decimated
the young male populations of Britain, Germany and France. The political events of the last year of peace
from the Munich agreement to the invasion of Poland, are known to many (but not as many as we might
suppose..) but what did the populations of Britain and Germany anticipate, and hope for, and how did they
agree to fight once more? Referencing little known archives in Germany and Britain and using interviews
with those in their 90s who remember, Frederick Taylor, best-selling author of Dresden and The Berlin Wall,
shows month by month and in a narrative as gripping as fiction, how the populations of both countries
once again took up arms. This is a hugely relevant book at a time when the world seems to have forgotten
the lessons of history.
FREDERICK TAYLOR read History and Modern Languages at Oxford He is the author of the
acclaimed bestseller, Dresden and The Downfall of Money.
Praise for The Downfall of Money:
“He uses reportage well ... And has a deft touch with personal anecdotes. His forte, revealed in earlier books
on Germany, is narrative history, which trots along at a friendly pace” – The Times
“Excellent. By skillfully weaving together economic history with political narrative and drawing on sources
from everyday life as well as the inner cabinet of diplomacy, Mr. Taylor tells the history of the Weimar
inflation as the life-and-death struggle of the first German democracy” – Wall Street Journal
“The British historian Frederick Taylor has written so brilliantly and incisively about Adolf Hitler that it is
no surprise that he has turned his attention to the German economic meltdown” – Washington Times
UK publication date: Macmillan – September 2018
Rights sales for No Cheering Crowds : Germany (Siedler), Netherlands (Het Spectrum)
Rights sales for The Downfall of Money : China (Central Compilation and Translation Press), Germany
(Random House)
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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The Disappearances at the Villa Tric
by Richard Tomlinson

As France’s belle époque collapsed in the horror of the First World War, a middle aged businessman began
to post advertisements in the Lonely Hearts columns of several Parisian newspapers. The women who
answered were not, as was later proposed, looking for love, but for security in a society in chaos where so
many men had died.
However, Henri Desire Landru, subsequently known as ‘the Bluebeard of Gambais’, was not what he
seemed and ten of his ‘fiancées’ disappeared without trace at two country houses he rented outside Paris.
He might have murdered many more had it not been for the detective work of a housemaid, sister of one
of the victims. No direct evidence against him was ever found - though his possession of personal papers,
wigs, dresses and even a false tooth meant circumstantial evidence was overwhelming.
Landru’s trial in Versailles in 1921 was the hottest ticket in Paris and despite the lack of even forensic
evidence and the mendacious police work, Landru’s legendary and heroic lawyer, the magnificent Vincent
de Moro Gaffieri, was unable to save him and Landru was guillotined, protesting his innocence to the end.
No-one has ever before looked into the long-buried archives or questioned the police records of France’s
most infamous serial killer case. Richard Tomlinson is writing a book that will enthral the true crime
enthusiast, and the reader of social history alike.
RICHARD TOMLINSON has a PhD in modern French history. He has written extensively on sport,
business and history for publications including the Independent, the Guardian, the Observer and the International
Herald Tribune. He is the author of Amazing Grace: The Man who was W.G., an acclaimed biography of the
Victorian sporting superstar W.G. Grace.
UK publication date: Pen & Sword - September 2018
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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Metamorphosis:

Adolf Hitler and Munich 1919
by Thomas Weber
Between the end of World War 1 and the writing of Mein Kampf, Adolf
Hitler was transformed from an awkward loner with fluctuating political
ideas, into the anti-semitic and fascistic dictator whose beliefs and actions
would shake the world. Using a wealth of new sources and materials, Thomas
Weber explores that metamorphosis.
Hitler would later erect a façade about his political becoming, but Weber’s work explains fully and for the
first time his radicalization and opportunism, showing how Hitler’s racism evolved. Metamorphosis shows a
man who was more responsive than proactive, who set his goals in broad strokes, leaving the detail of their
formulation to others, who was brilliant at playing people off against each other, and who had been
determined to be Germany’s ‘messiah’ from as early as 1919, the day of the ratification of the Treaty of
Versailles.
The exploration of this crucial five years in Germany’s history fills a gap in the more commonly known
biographies of both Hitler himself and the inter-war period. With meticulous detail, Weber draws an
uncanny timeline of the emergence of the much-studied belief systems of a self-made monster.
THOMAS WEBER is Reader in Modern European and International History at the University of
Aberdeen and Director of the Centre for Global Security and Governance. He is the author of three
previous books of European history, including Hitler’s First War: Adolf Hitler, the Men of the List Regiment and
the First World War which was an international bestseller.
UK publication: Oxford University Press – June 2017
Praise for Hitler’s First War:
“Here is some very accurate scholarship indeed” – The Guardian
“An impressive piece of detective work” – Sunday Times
“Mighty but highly readable piece of research” – The Independent
“A triumph of original research... He fundamentally alters our understanding of one of the most studied
figures of the 20th century” – Wall Street Journal
Rights sales for Metamorphosis : Germany (Ullstein), Netherlands (Nieuw Amsterdam), US (Basic
Books)
Rights sales for Hitler’s First War: Czech (Nakladatelstvi Jota), Denmark (Informations Forlag)
France (Perrin), Germany (Ullstein), Netherlands (Neiuw Amsterdam), Poland (Rebis), Spain (Santillana),
Sweden (Historiska Media), US (Basic Books)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Charles Darwin:

Victorian Mythmaker
by A. N .Wilson

Charles Darwin is much more than the account of a charming, shy, rich naturalist who lived in the reign of Queen
Victoria and had many remarkable insights. It is, in part, the story of the intellectual life of the West over the last
two centuries.
Darwin was himself the product of his times, and as he acknowledged, he formed his biological theory not
just on the basis of biology but by the study of the work of social economists. Likewise, ever since 1859,
men and women have had reasons, for believing or rejecting Darwin's theories, which do not pertain simply
to the theories themselves. Darwin made claims about who we, the human race, actually are. To this extent,
he was the creator of a myth as powerful as that of the Bible. It is not surprising that his myth upsets and
undermines the Biblical myth - which is why Creationists from the mid-nineteenth century onwards have
felt cornered by Darwin and attacked him with irrational fervour.
A. N. WILSON holds a prominent position in the world of literature and journalism. He is a prolific and
award-winning biographer and celebrated novelist. He lives in North London.
Praise for A. N. Wilson:
“Subtle, thoughtful ... a shimmering and rather wonderful biography” – Guardian on Victoria
“This won't be the last biography of Victoria but it is certainly the most interesting and original in a long
time” – Sunday Times on Victoria
“A. N. Wilson has written a sympathetic but by no means hagiographic biography of her that will probably
overturn many people's prejudiced conception of her... Wilson's picture of her is a rounded one, with her
vices and virtues” – The Times on Victoria
“This is a work of genius” – The Times on The Book of the People
“An elegant and insightful book” – The Independent on The Book of the People
UK publication date: Hodder & Stoughton – September 2017
Rights sales for Charles Darwin : North America (Harper Collins)
Rights sales for Resolution : UK & Com (Atlantic)
Agent: Clare Alexander and Leah Middleton
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